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• CHAPTER 1 •

This lego olympics about paddling to the finish line. 

The Paddlers (team name), finished it in 20 minutes. 
That was the record. Another rowing team turned 
the wrong way and tried to go back but the boat 
flipped over.

ROWING
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• CHAPTER 2 •

This bridge is located in Tokyo Japan. It is 1000 
meters long. It is in Tokyo river near the tokyo Sky 
tree

When you first park in Tokyo Japan there is the

bridge right there.by brandon

THE FIRST JAPANESE BRIDGE



This school is in Tokyo. The school name is the

lego middle school it is 200 feet long.It is from

France it was moved to Tokyo, Japan in 1923 it is

very old now it was around in 1923 to 2013.

By Brandon. 

LEGO SCHOOL.



• CHAPTER 4 •

This maze is in Paris France and Tokyo Japan and

Italy. Today the maze is open still. This is the maze 
that you have to jump over the walls to get your way 
out. When you reach the gate, you are out. You also 
have to go up the stairs to get your way out. Two 
diamond shapes that you see are called holders of the 
maze. It is called the Lego Maze of the world.

LEGO MAZE



• CHAPTER 5 •

This spy house is in our state north carolina it is from

new york city in 1989 the spy house was moved to

north carolina from new york city the spy house has

no windows and it has a green nob to open the house

and it has a yellow roof and a red door and a white

middle the house is very old today and now 

LEGO SPY HOUSE
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Meet the Author

My name is Brandon. I am 8 years old and I love to play on my 
ipad.
I love to make legos also.


